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IN2P3 Masterclasses in a nutshell
 Great success in all the labs
 Students happy, teachers already booked their session for 2012

All labs involved this year want to continue in 2012
 Some plan to organize more sessions and/or to receive more classes

 Financial support from IN2P3
 Help compensating the cost for the lab of a Masterclass session – mostly meals

 Tight schedule for the morning conferences
 Difficult to tune the amount of information to be given in a short amount of time

 New LHC exercises well received by organizers and participants
 Some things may be tuned/improved though

Mixed feelings about the videoconference
 Clearly an important component of the Masterclass
 But: late in the afternoon audio quality sometimes hard to follow etc But: late in the afternoon, audio quality, sometimes hard to follow, etc.

Media impact: CNRS press releases, newspaper articles (mostly local, one national)



Session organization & schedule
 Similar timetables for all sessions
 Conferences in the morning (SM, CERN, LHC, detectors & measurements)
 Lunch break (buffet, canteen or cafeteria)
 LHC exercise
 Videoconference

 Busy morning
 Some teams visited the class few days before the session and gave students

an introductory talk to particle physics

Additional agenda items in some cases
M iMovies
 Visits (museum or CMS centers)
 Live experiments (e.g. detection of cosmic rays or cloud chamber)

 Transition between the computer session and the videoconference critical
 Time needed to interprete the results, upload them on the web, move from

h h di i k h b kthe computer room to the auditorium, take a short break, etc.

 Support from physicists, computing team and other individuals in the lab
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Presentations & computer session
 Need high-school students at least from the 6th year
 First year of ‘specialization’ in science in France
 Younger students lack of mathematical background
 7th year students better but they’re focused on the exam ending high school studies

 Custom talks in most cases
Attempts to ‘unify’ outreach talks at the IN2P3 level, but no success so far
 A posteriori feeling: always too much material – we know but can’t cut!p g y

 Focus on the LHC experiment which data are used for the exercise

 Going to the high school prior to the Masterclass to present particle physics may
be a nice solution to reduce the load of the morning session

 The sooner the students can exercise on the event display, the better

 Slow start for most of the groups
 Events scanned very quickly at the end when students know what to do

Moment of the day when the largest number of supervisors is needed
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Exercises
 Overall, the websites were not used much
 Lack of time; students want/need to be active

Alice
 Modifications already ongoing for next year

Atlas W-Path
 Nice online spreadsheet (improved during the sessions!)
Most difficult concept: missing ETMost difficult concept: missing ET
 How to deal with very forward/backward events?

Atlas Z-PathAtlas Z Path
 Procedure to upload the results less friendly
 Exercise more complete than the W-Path (a few labs made both)
 Invariant mass is not an easy concept either Invariant mass is not an easy concept either

 CMS J/
 Some issues with the loading of events and the fitterSome issues with the loading of events and the fitter
Mass peak invisible for the individual groups shows up when data are combined!
 Some groups found it easy; others said it was perfect (both time and level)



Exercises (cont’d)
 Need to save time for the interpretation of the results

A lot of things to do in parallel at the end of this part

 Size of the computing room(s) is the main limiting factor for the numberp g ( ) g
of students which can participate to a given masterclass session

 Some local issues to run the software access the data etcSome local issues to run the software, access the data, etc.
Always fixed in time
 Lessons learnt for next year

 Preparation needed prior to the computing session
 Supervisors actually working on the experiment help a lot
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Videoconference
 End of the day, audience tired

 French students not all fluent in English but that’s life! French students not all fluent in English – but that s life!
 One class came with its English teacher

 Some institutes provide very bad audiop y
 What about ‘threatening’ to kick them out of the videoconference?

What about defining in advance the order of the speeches?

 Often hard to follow the discussion
 Questions from enthusiast students are often too technical/complex!

 Could we know in advance who the moderators are,
what they do at CERN and what they will talk about?
 Some groups reported about moderators who said obvious mistakes Some groups reported about moderators who said obvious mistakes

 Quiz always well-received
 Some labs gave more presents

 But couldn’t the quiz be done offline to shorten the videoconference?
 French version of the slides used in most (if not all) sessions
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Ideas, suggestions and questions
 Improve the DVD for 2012
 Select, order, update the contents; add movies!?

Atlas W-Path
 ‘Revert’ the exercise: 
 Start from the fact that the proton contains 3 quarks (students are OK with this)

and use the measurement to compute the ratio qg/gg

Atlas Z-Path
Avoid Z’ in the first 10 events of a dataset
 Students and supervisors need trainingp g

 How to deal with the fact that classes which come are ‘privileged’?
 Their teachers like particle physicsp p y
 They want to come back year after year with their new classes
 Limited number of classes/sessions per lab
 How to keep the balance between supply and demand? Waiting list? How to keep the balance between supply and demand? Waiting list?
A possible solution: partnership with associations helping students

from disadvantaged backgrounds
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Ideas, suggestions and questions (cont’d)
 Try to avoid the Moriond weeks to get the best support from LHC groups

 Could the 2012 timetable be defined soon (= by Summer)?
 Some labs have strong pressure to book well in advance the large rooms

and facilities needed for the Masterclasses

 One could imagine going to a high school to do a Masterclass there
 Obvious problems to be sorted out Obvious problems to be sorted out
 But possible alternative for schools too far from an IN2P3 laboratory

We may try to organize French teacher days in the futureWe may try to organize French teacher days in the future
 Just a wish so far; no attempt to make it concrete yet

C h f l h LHC i f h i ? Can teachers use freely the LHC exercises for their courses?
 Even if the instruction is given at the level of a local education authority?

 Feedback from some students: interested by research but not by particle physics
 Did we screw up something???  9
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